cians thrown up the sponge? Where was the old severity, A report to the integrity, of French training? Gone with the wind, and the Board in its place capricious experiment, anarchic drawing and ofEduca-painting. The Ecole des Arts Decoratifs, after the German tion schools, was disappointing; I saw better work being done in the Paris Municipal Schools. In one of these was a studio for fresco painting. The school that impressed me most was the Ecole Buhl, where the great tradition of French craftsmanship prevailed.
In my report to the President of the Board of Education I laid stress on the provision of private studios for the staff in all the Continental schools I visited, whereas in our provincial schools neither the members of the staff nor even the heads have studios wherein to do their own work. Moreover, while in Germany eminent artists—painters, sculptors and architects—were called to direct and teach in Academies and Schools of Arts and Crafts, and are expected to carry out both public and private commissions, as well as to teach, the heads of our provincial schools are in large measure mere administrators. I never ceased to urge on the Board of Education the desirability of attracting distinguished young artists, designers and craftsmen, to posts in the more important country schools. But there was an unfortunate system under which students at the Royal College of Art, if they wished to qualify as fully certificated teachers, must give up the major part of their last year to the theory of teaching, instead of using precious time to improve their practice. The passing of a paper examination qualified a man or woman for full pay as a teacher and for a future head-mastership; while those who were keen to continue their practical work during their last year were excluded from the higher posts and salaries offered to supposedly fully qualified teachers. I failed to convince the Board of the injustice of this ruling, but had the satisfaction of knowing that after my retirement the Committee of Art and Industry were able to carry out this long delayed reform. There were other things that worried me, Many of the

